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Investor profile

Investment mandate

RISK/RETURN PROFILE:
To protect the capital of investors in an absolute sense, while providing income in excess of short-term bank deposit
rates. Investors’ capital remains highly liquid. While this is a low-risk fund, investors should be aware that the
possibility of capital loss does exist. This could happen should an issuer of an underlying investment in the Fund
default, in which case losses could be borne by investors.
Risk-averse individuals requiring a short-term investment with protection from equity and bond market-type
volatility. Capital protection is more important to the individual than long-term capital growth. The recommended
investment horizon is 1 – 12 months.
South African short-term, highly liquid money market instruments with a maturity of less than thirteen months.
The weighted average duration of the underlying assets may not exceed 90 days and the weighted average legal
maturity may not exceed 120 days. The Fund is managed to comply with regulations governing retirement fund
investments (Regulation 28).

Fund managers

Roshen Harry and Sandile Malinga

ASISA category

South African - Interest Bearing - Money Market

Benchmark

STeFI Call Deposit Index

Inception date

9 April 2002

Fund size

R1 312 244 572

FUND CLASS NAV PER UNIT
A Class
100
B Class
100
C Class
100
X Class
100

TOTAL UNITS
363 124 851
148 703 103
14 202 001
786 203 224

EXPENSE RATIOS (incl. VAT)
Total Expense Ratio (TER)
Transaction Costs (TC)
Total Investment Charges (TIC)

ASSET ALLOCATION
SA Cash

LATEST QUARTER
100.0%

PREVIOUS QUARTER
100.0%

A CLASS
0.39%
0.01%
0.40%

X CLASS
0.30%
0.01%
0.31%

GLOSSARY
Asset Allocation

This table shows the changes in the composition of the fund over the last three months. Figures are shown as at the
last day of the quarter.

Intended maximum limits

This indicates the Fund’s intended maximum exposure to an asset class. These limits may be reviewed subject to the
Fund’s Supplemental Deed and/or Regulation 28 for those Funds managed in accordance with Regulation 28 of the
Pension Funds Act.

NAV

The Net Asset Value of the unit trust. This is calculated by adding the current values of all the underlying fund
instruments (stocks, bonds, cash, etc.), subtracting certain fund expenses, and then dividing this figure by the total
number of units in the fund.

Regulation 28

The South African retirement fund industry is governed by the Pension Funds Act, No 24 of 1956. Regulation 28 of
the Pension Funds Act prescribes the maximum limits in asset classes that an approved retirement fund may invest in.

Total Expense Ratio (TER)

This shows the charges, levies and fees relating to the management of the portfolio and is expressed as a percentage
of the average net asset value of the portfolio, calculated over a rolling 3 years (where applicable) and annualised to
the most recently completed quarter. A higher TER does not necessarily imply a poor return, nor does a low TER imply
a good return. The current TER cannot be regarded as an indication of future TERs.

Total Investment Charges (TIC)

Percentage of the value of the Financial Product was incurred as costs relating to the investment of the Financial Product.

Transaction Costs (TC)

Percentage of the value of the Financial Product was incurred as costs relating to the buying and selling of the assets
underlying the Financial Product. Transaction Costs are a necessary cost in administering the Financial Product and
impacts Financial Product returns. It should not be considered in isolation as returns may be impacted by many other
factors over time including market returns, the type of Financial Product, the investment decisions of the investment
manager and the TER.

Unit class

Prudential’s Funds are offered in different unit classes to allow different types of investors (individuals and institutions)
to invest in the same fund. Different investment minimums and fees apply to different unit classes.
A Class: for individuals only.
B & D Class: retirement funds and other large institutional investors only.
X Class: the special fee class that was made available to investors that were invested in the Dividend Income Feeder Fund.
T Class: for natural persons that are SA residents in the Tax-free product range.
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Where a transaction cost is not readily available, a reasonable best estimate has been used. Estimated transaction costs may include Bond, Money Market, and FX costs (where applicable).
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Source: Prudential Investment Managers

For more information on this fund,
see the Fund Fact Sheet/Minimum
Disclosure Document (MDD) or visit
our website at www.prudential.co.za.

DISCLAIMER
Prudential Portfolio Managers Unit Trusts Ltd (Registration
number: 1999/0524/06) is an approved CISCA management
company (#29). Assets are managed by Prudential Investment
Managers (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd, which is an approved
discretionary Financial Services Provider (#45199). PPMSA
(Pty) Ltd. is part of the same corporate group as the Prudential
Assurance Company. The Prudential Assurance Company is
a direct subsidiary of M&G plc, a company incorporated in
the United Kingdom. The Prudential Assurance Company is
not affiliated in any manner with Prudential Financial, Inc., a
company whose principal place of business is in the United
States of America or Prudential plc, an international group
incorporated in the United Kingdom.
Collective Investment Schemes (unit trusts) are generally
medium-to long-term investments. Past performance is
not necessarily a guide to future investment performance.
Unit trust prices are calculated on a net asset value basis.
This means the price is the total net market value of all
assets of the unit trust fund divided by the total number of
units of the fund. Any market movements – for example in
share prices, bond prices, money market prices or currency
fluctuations - relevant to the underlying assets of the fund
may cause the value of the underlying assets to go up or
down. As a result, the price of your units may go up or
down. Unit trusts are traded at the ruling forward price of
the day, meaning that transactions are processed during the
day before you or the Manager know what the price at the
end of the day will be. The price and therefore the number
of units involved in the transaction are only known on the
following day. The unit trust fund may borrow up to 10%
of the fund value, and it may also lend any scrip (proof of
ownership of an investment instrument) that it holds to
earn additional income. A Prudential unit trust fund may
consist of different fund classes that are subject to different
fees and charges. Where applicable, the Manager will pay
your financial adviser an agreed standard ongoing adviser
fee, which is included in the overall costs of the fund. A
Collective Investment Schemes (CIS) summary with all fees
and maximum initial and ongoing adviser fees is available on
our website. One can also obtain additional information on
Prudential products on the Prudential website. The Manager
may, at its discretion, close your chosen unit trust fund to
new investors and to additional investments by existing
investors to make sure that it is managed in accordance
with its mandate. It may also stop your existing debit order
investment. The Manager makes no guarantees as to the
capital invested in the fund or the returns of the fund.
Excessive withdrawals from the fund may place the fund
under liquidity pressure and, in such circumstances; a process
of ring fencing withdrawal instructions and managed pay
outs over time may be followed. A money market fund is
not a bank deposit account. The Prudential Money Market
Fund aims to maintain a constant price of 100 cents per
unit. A forward looking yield is used. This means that the
last seven days’ yield (less the maximum service charges,
including VAT) is taken and is annualised for the next 12
month period, assuming the income returns are reinvested.
Yields for money market funds are published daily. The
purpose of the money market yield is to indicate to investors
a compounded annual return for all money market portfolios
on a comparable basis. The yield calculation is not used
for income distribution purposes. The total return to the
investor is primarily made up of interest received but may
also include any gain or loss made as a result of a default by
an issuer of any instrument held by the fund. This can have
the effect of a capital loss. Such losses will be borne by the
Prudential Money Market Fund and its investors and in order
to maintain a constant price of 100 cents per unit, investors’
unit holdings may be reduced to the extent of such losses.
Fund prices are published daily on the Prudential website.
These are also available upon request. The performance is
calculated for the portfolio. Individual investor performance
may differ as a result of initial fees, the actual investment
date, the date of reinvestment and dividend withholding
tax. Purchase and repurchase requests must be received
by the Manager by 13h30 (11h30 for Money Market) SA
time each business day. All online purchase and repurchase
transactions must be received by the Manager by 10h30 (for
all Funds) SA time each business day.

